Pairing the BluComm OTH Headset with a Bluetooth Device
Before you use the BluComm-OTH the first time, you must pair the unit with a Bluetooth
device i.e. cellular phone, BluLync radio adapter. To set up the pairing:
a. Insure your mobile phone is Bluetooth capable
b. Make sure the Headset is turned off.
c. Press and hold the Function button for 10 seconds until the Indicator Light flashes
alternating “Red – Blue – Red – Blue” to enter the pairing mode.
d. On your BluLync or Bluetooth device start the Bluetooth search function. Refer to
the device manufacturer’s instructions regarding pairing the device to the BluComm
Bluetooth Headset.
e. When your Bluetooth device is in the stage of searching for a new Bluetooth device, it
should locate and pair with the BluComm
f. On your Bluetooth device, please choose and confirm the BluComm as your
Bluetooth paired device.
g. Key in the Headset Passcode-“0000” and press “YES”. If the pairing is successful, the
Indicator light on the Headset will flash the blue light only. For some mobile phones,
after pairing you may have to select and reconfirm BluComm PAIRING EACH TIME
YOU TURN ON THE PHONE. Please read you phone manufacturer’s instructions
regarding Bluetooth devices.
h. The Headset should now be in standby mod – ready to send and receive calls.
NOTE:
If the pairing is not successful the first time, the Headset will return to standby mode.
Please repeat the pairing process and refer to the Bluetooth device’s manufacturer’s
instructions for additional information.
a. While pairing, it is better to keep the distance between the Bluetooth device and the
Headset to approximately 3 inches to 1 foot and make sure no metal objects are
between them.
b. While pairing the Headset with other Bluetooth devices, if the device asks for the
Passcode, key in “0000”- the Headset passcode. For more details, refer to the mobile
device’s manufacturer’s instructions for additional information.
c. Should one of the following occur, the paired devices should remain paired:
1. The power for or of the devices is off.
2. The service or one of the devices is off.
3. One of the devices is re-switched on.

